
MS1 Chrome Upright Stand 

 
Parts: 10” Chrome Base 

  36” Chrome Upright, 7/8” Diameter 

 Decorative Chrome Piece 

Wood Stand Adapter (If ordered with an Inflatable Full Size Male/Female Mannequin) 

 
Note: If a part of this stand is missing or broken when received, please contact customer support via 

email at customerservice@advancedsalestech.com.  Parts will be promptly replaced if we are notified 

within 10 days of receipt. 

 

Using the Stand:  

  

1. Attach the 36” upright pole to the 10” round base with 

the decorative piece near the base. Tighten decorative 

piece until secure against the pole. Tighten pole until 

secure with the base. 

 

2. Inflatable Torso Forms fit very snuggly when 

attaching them to the upright pole. Attach using a 

gentle twisting motion when placing the mannequin 

on the stand.  Place torso form over pole and attach to 

one of the stand inserts at the base of the torso form 

(center position for dresses and tops, side position when 

using shorts or slacks).   

 

3. IMPORTANT:  When removing the torso form, place 

fingers over the stand insert on the torso form and pull up 

using a gentle twisting motion.  Failure to do so may 

cause the stand inserts on the torso form to become loose 

or damaged. 

 

4. If an Inflatable Full Size Male or Female Mannequin was 

ordered with the stand please use the provided wood 

stand adapter. Place the short end of the adapter into the 

top of the chrome upright and place the long end of the 

adapter into the pocket on the back of the mannequin. 

 

5. The MS1 stand, although usable for other purposes, is designed for use with a 

wide variety of Inflatable Mannequin products such as: Inflatable Standard 

Torso Forms, Inflatable Large Torso Forms, Inflatable Child Forms, Inflatable 

Panty/Brief Forms, and is recommended for the use with Inflatable Male & 

Female Full size Forms. 

 
Warning:  Warranty and return claims are void if stand is damaged when used for purposes other than those for 

which it is designed. 
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